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Abstract
A non-contact temperature measurement system for the die casting process is de-
veloped, using low-cost, charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras. Factors present in
an industrial setting that affect non-contact temperature measurement are identified,
and a system is developed to overcome these factors. A temperature control system
for the die casting process is also developed to minimize temperature variance in the
die casting process by controlling the water cooling lines.
The temperature measurement system is tested experimentally, using an experimental
die that incorporates the identified factors. The measurements from the system are
compared to ground truth measurements from thermocouples, and also to the perfor-
mance of an industrial infrared camera. The experiments show that the measurements
from the system closely correlate to the thermocouple measurements; moreover, the
developed system outperforms the industrial infrared camera. Finally, the tempera-
ture control system is experimentally tested, and it is concluded that it can minimize
temperature variation in a simulated casting process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Contact and Non-Contact Temperature Mea-
surement
Methods used for temperature measurement in the industry can be separated into
two main categories: contact and non-contact methods.
Contact temperature measurement methods include thermocouples, thermistors,
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), and liquid-in-glass thermometers, and rely
on a transfer of heat energy from the material to the sensor. While the technology
behind such temperature measurement methods is well known and used throughout
industry, they carry several drawbacks [5–7]:
• A sensor is required for each temperature measurement sample, making it diffi-
cult to measure temperature over a wide area and with high resolution.
• The temperature of the sensor must reach thermal equilibrium with the mate-
rial for accurate measurement, increasing the response time of the sensor when
temperature changes.
• The sensor must be installed to have contact with the material at the desired
location, which can be impractical in restrictive spaces, or where the material
must be free to move.
Non-contact temperature measurement methods overcome these issues, because
they do not require a transfer of heat energy though mass, and include single-color
pyrometers, two-color or ratio pyrometers, multi-color pyrometers, and laser pyrome-
ters [7,8]. The majority of available pyrometers use materials that are sensitive to long
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infrared wavelengths, and are often referred to as infrared imagers/cameras. However,
there has been a growing interest in using standard cameras such as charge-coupled
device (CCD) cameras for pyrometry, mainly because of low cost, and their response
to near-infrared wavelengths.
All pyrometers rely on the ability of the material to emit thermal radiation, and
to reflect and absorb incident radiation in a predictable manner. Issues that non-
contact methods must overcome include varying and uncertain emissive and reflective
properties of the material, as well as reflecting radiation generated from ambient
sources.
1.2 Die Casting Processes
Die casting is a manufacturing process in which molten metal is forced into a cavity
inside of a reusable mould, called the die. In the cavity, the metal solidifies and takes
the shape of the cavity. In order to remove the solidified metal, called the casting,
the die is constructed of two main sections: one stationary section called the fixed
die half, and one section that is moved by a hydraulic press, called the movable die
half [9–11]. Figure 1.1 shows the main components of a die casting machine.
Fixed Die
Cavity
Ladle with 
Molten Metal
PlungerCylinder
Extractor
Pins
Movable Die
Figure 1.1: Main components of a die casting machine.
One die casting production cycle can be broken down into four main sections:
1. Die Lubrication: The surfaces of the die are sprayed with a water-based lubricant
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and blown by compressed air, to reduce the temperature of the die from the
previous cycle and to lubricate the surface for the upcoming steps.
2. Cavity filling: The two die halves are clamped together with a hydraulic press.
Molten metal is poured into the cylinder, and is injected into the cavity using a
plunger.
3. Solidification: While still under pressure from the hydraulic press, the molten
metal solidifies inside of the die. Water cooling is used to reduce the solidification
time.
4. Casting Ejection: The die two halves are separated and the casting is ejected
from the die. The casting is then removed by an operator or a robot.
The die serves two major roles: to determine the shape of the solidified casting,
and to rapidly draw heat during the solidification phase. Both of the die halves are
usually constructed of many individual die inserts. Each die insert can have one or
more internal water cooling lines. The purpose of the water cooling lines is to shorten
the cycle time in order to increase production yield, and to have control over the
temperature of the die insert.
Having control of the temperature of the die inserts is most crucial during the
solidification process, which is done by adjusting the water flow rates for each of the
cooling lines. In industry, this is usually done manually by experienced operators,
typically using trial-and-error. The water flow rate configuration can have a large
impact on the thermal conditions that the casting experiences during solidification.
1.3 Motivation and Objectives
The thermal conditions that the casting experiences during solidification play a major
role in the quality of the casting. However, traditional methods for temperature con-
trol, such as trial-and-error, often lead to a very nonuniform temperature distribution
on the die surface, which may lead to a range of casting defects. Over-cooled regions
of the die can lead to defects such as poor fill, while under-cooled regions of the die
can lead to defects such as porosity and hot tearing [12]. Furthermore, issues such
as partial or full clogging of the water cooling lines can affect the performance of the
temperature control of the die, which would be difficult to detect with traditional
methods.
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Die casting manufacturers are motivated to reduce cost and increase the produc-
tion yield, in the face of increasing competition. The objective of this research is
to develop a low-cost, vision-based, die casting temperature measuring and thermal
management system. The system must be able to accurately monitor the temperature
of the die using standard cameras1, and adjust the water cooling of the die in order
to minimize the temperature variation on the die. The majority of the focus is placed
on developing an accurate temperature measurement system using standard cameras.
1.4 Literature Survey
1.4.1 Temperature Measurement using Standard Cameras
It has been known for a long time that standard cameras can be used for pyrometry,
particularly due to the fact that their sensitivity to light extends slightly into the
infrared region. In fact, the main difference between the sensors in CCD cameras and
the sensors in dedicated pyrometers/infrared cameras involves the wavelengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum that the sensors can detect. The literature survey regarding
camera-based temperature measurement is categorized by pyrometry method.
Single-Color Pyrometry
[13–15] Single-color pyrometry uses one sensor element to absorb radiation in a range
of wavelengths. This range mostly depends on the material of the sensor. The sensor’s
response to the radiation is used to infer the temperature of the material, either using
a lookup table (LUT), or a mathematical relation. These pyrometry systems usually
allow the user to manually set an approximated emissivity value2. The closer the
set emissivity value is to the actual emissivity of the material, the more accurate the
temperature measurement will be.
CCD camera implementations of single-color temperature usually rely heavily on
the narrow range of infrared wavelengths that the CCD is sensitive to, and generally
use infrared-pass optical filters to block visible light from affecting the image.
J. Chen et al. [13] develop a CCD camera LUT approach that achieves accuracy
similar to a commercial pyrometer. This is achieved in laboratory settings, where the
1A standard camera refers to a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, in contrast to an infrared
pyrometer/camera that is specifically designed for temperature measurement.
2The emissivity value is the amount of thermal radiation emitted by the material, as a fraction
of the maximum amount that is emitted by a perfect emitter at the same temperature.
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same material used for calibration is used to verify the system, which bypasses the
issue of emissivity.
E. Renier et al. [14] examine the temperature vs. camera response relationship,
and the effects that different filters have on the relationship.
T. Sentenac et al. [15] present radiometric and geometric models for temperature
measurement using CCD cameras. The spectral sensitivity of the sensor is explored,
along with the sources of noise within the sensor, including the sensor-temperature
dependant dark current effect. Through modeling of the sensor, a relationship for
temperature measurement is determined and verified.
The single-color pyrometry method is the simplest approach, and is also the most
sensitive to emissivity approximation error. For many materials, emissivity in not
invariant. It can change as the temperature or surface condition of the material
changes, and its value can differ at different wavelengths.
Two Color or Ratio Pyrometry
[7, 16–18] Ratio pyrometry generally uses two sensors, each to absorb radiation at
two separate and narrow ranges of wavelengths. The two ranges of wavelengths are
referred to as the two colors that the specific pyrometer uses. Ratio pyrometry does
not rely on knowledge regarding the emissivity of the object, but does rely that the
emissivity is of identical value at the two colors. If this assumption is true, then the
ratio of the responses from the two sensors is unique for each temperature, and is
unaffected by variation in emissivity.
CCD camera implementations use two narrow ranges of wavelengths, or colors,
within the range of wavelengths to which a CCD camera is sensitive. A relationship
is established between the ratio of the camera’s response at the two colors vs. the
temperature of the material. One approach uses a single monochrome camera3, and
two optical filters on a system that quickly moves the filters in front of the camera,
in order to take two images using two different colors [16]. Another approach uses
two cameras with fixed optics and a beam splitter, so the two images can be taken
simultaneous [17].
The most recent research regarding temperature measurement using standard cam-
eras is focused on ratio pyrometry using a single commercially available color CCD
camera. Color cameras internally have alternating red, green, filters on the pixels. The
3Monochrome cameras are black and white cameras, as opposed to color cameras. Monochrome
cameras use the entire sensitivity range of the sensor to determine each pixel value, while color
cameras restrict each pixel to detect only red, green, or blue wavelengths.
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ratio between the different colored pixels can be used to determine the temperature
of a material [7, 18].
Ratio pyrometers generally cannot be used on materials whose emissivity can have
different values at the two colors. Also, since enough radiation must be absorbed at
both of the colors to determine a meaningful ratio, the ratio pyrometer can’t be
implemented to measure temperatures as low as the single color pyrometer can.
Multi-Color Pyrometry
[17, 19, 20] Multi-color pyrometry uses as low as three, but often many more narrow
wavelength bands, to determine the spectral emission of the object across a wide range
of wavelengths. It does not require an estimate regarding the emissivity of the object,
and it can reliably measure temperature of objects whose emissivity varies at different
wavelengths. This method is relatively new regarding not only CCD implementation,
but also implementation using standard pyrometers.
Notes
While many CCD camera temperature measurement systems have been developed,
only a small number of issues that affect accuracy are addressed: mainly those that
arise even under laboratory settings, such as dark current noise. No work seems to
exist regarding real-world issues that affect CCD-based temperature measurement,
particularly issues that arise in an industrial die casting setting. Therefore, this work
focuses on identifying and overcoming issues that can cause unreliable temperature
measurements in such industrial settings.
Most of the current work listed focuses on industrial applications involving very
high temperatures, usually greatly over 800 ◦C. These temperatures are not relevant
for most casting processes: the average die temperature once the casting is removed is
usually below 400 ◦C [21]. At such low temperatures, the emitted thermal radiation
is strong enough to have a measurable response by the CCD sensor only over a very
small range of wavelengths that the CCD sensor can detect. Segmenting this small
range of wavelengths into colors for two color or multi-color pyrometry is difficult.
More importantly, since each color must have a measurable response, using two or
multi-color pyrometry would increase the minimum temperature that the system can
measure. To increase the range of temperatures that the system can measure, this
work focuses on the single color method.
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1.4.2 Thermal Management Systems
In the past, various approaches have been taken in developing a thermal management
system for die casting processes, using different methods to measure the temperature
of the die or casting. The literature survey regarding casting thermal management
is categorized by temperature measurement method. Some major approaches are
categorized below.
Thermocouple Approaches
[22] A hole is drilled into the die insert and a thermocouple is placed at each region
where temperature measurement is required. To obtain useful information, the hole
is drilled so the thermocouple is close enough to the surface of the die that is in
contact with the solidifying casting. With the temperature data of the die inserts,
the cooling system can be modified using a number of methods, including On-Off
Solenoid Valve Control, Proportional-Integral-Differential (PID) Control, or Fuzzy
Control. The benefit of using thermocouples is that continuous temperature data is
available so the cooling can be controlled throughout the solidification process. The
drawbacks of thermocouples include:
• Drilling cost: drilling numerous holes that are narrow and deep through tool
steel is very expensive.
• Die life: the introduction of holes in the die reduces the life of the die, increasing
the overall cost of operation.
• Measurement density: Each measurement requires a separate thermocouple.
Therefore the temperature of the die cannot be densely monitored.
• Measurement accuracy: The measured temperature can vary greatly even with
a small change in position of the thermocouple in a die insert. This is because
of the thermal dynamics of the die: the effect of the water cooling lines, the
geometry of the die inserts, and the heat from the solidifying casting, can cause
large temperature variation over very small spaces. Also, the thermocouple is
known for poor tracking when temperature is quickly changing.
Infrared Camera Approaches
[12,23] An infrared camera is used to monitor the temperature. One approach requires
a transparent die to allow the infrared camera to continually measure the temperature
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of the casting as it solidifies, in order to adjust the cooling of the die. Since transparent
dies are not used in the industry, this approach is not practical. Another approach uses
an infrared camera to directly measure the die surface temperature when the casting is
removed. The benefits of using infrared cameras is that no physical contact is required,
while achieving a denser temperature measurement than with thermocouples. The
drawbacks of infrared cameras include:
• Measurement accuracy: most infrared cameras use sensors that respond to radi-
ation in the 8 to 14 µm wavelength range. At the relatively high temperatures
that are used in casting processes, large errors in measurement can be caused
by emissivity variation and reflections.
• Camera cost: Each infrared camera can cost between $10,000 to $20,000.
• Resolution: Most infrared cameras have a resolution smaller than 400 by 300
pixels.
Up to now, CCD cameras haven’t been applied for high pressure die casting tem-
perature measurement and temperature control.
1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides some preliminary theories regarding thermal radiation, CCD cam-
eras, and geometry, which are required for the other chapters. Chapter 3 presents the
developed CCD camera temperature measurement system. Chapter 4 presents the
experimental validation of the developed temperature measurement system, as well
as a case study for closed-loop temperature control of die casting processes using CCD
cameras. And finally, Chapter 5 gives the conclusions and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Electromagnetic Radiation
It is well known that all materials above absolute zero temperature emit electromag-
netic radiation across a range of wavelengths. This radiation is strongly dependant
on the temperature and physical properties of the material, and is called thermal ra-
diation. As shown in Figure 2.1, the visible spectrum of electromagnetic radiation is
roughly 0.4µm to 0.7µm, and the infrared spectrum is roughly 0.7µm to 1000µm [1].
Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic spectrum [1].
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2.1.1 Blackbody Radiation
A blackbody is an idealized material that emits the maximum amount of thermal
radiation for any given temperature, and absorbs all incident radiation. The spectral
emission of a blackbody is described by Planck’s Law [24], which is given in Equation
2.1.
LBBλ =
2× 1018c
λ4
1
e106hc/µkT − 1 photon s
−1 m−1 sr−1 λm−1 (2.1)
where:
• Lλ is the spectral radiance of a blackbody at a specific wavelength λ.
• BB denotes the radiance is from a blackbody.
• T is absolute temperature of the blackbody in Kelvin.
• c is the speed of light.
• h is Plancks constant.
• k is Boltzmanns constant.
Figure 2.2 shows the spectral emission of a blackbody due to Planck’s Law, at
temperatures relevant to the casting process.
2.1.2 Emissivity
Actual materials, as opposed to the theoretical blackbody, emit a fraction of the
radiation that a blackbody emits. This is described by the emissivity of the material,
denoted by , which can have a value between 0 and 1. A blackbody is said to have
 = 1. If emissivity of a body is independent of wavelength, the body is referred to
as a graybody, and if emissivity of a body varies with wavelength, the body is referred
to as a non-graybody.
The spectral emission from actual materials in relation to a blackbody can be
expressed as:
Lλ = L
BB
λ (2.2)
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the thermal emission from a blackbody, a graybody, and
a non-graybody, while at the same temperature.
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Figure 2.2: Blackbody photon emission at various temperatures, according to Planck’s
Law.
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Emissivity and Emittance
Emissivity and emittance are used to describe the same phenomenon. Emissivity
describes the radiative properties of a material, such as of pure aluminum or iron,
while emittance describes the radiative properties of a specific object. Emissivity is
one factor that determines the emittance of an object, along with other factors such
as the surface conditions or temperature of the object. If the object has a clean and
optically smooth surface, and is thick enough to be opaque, then the emittance of the
object approaches the emissivity value [25].
While this technical distinction does exist, the two similar terms are often used
interchangeably without confusion, including within this work.
Emissivity of Relevant Materials
Many sources exist providing emissivity values of common materials intended for use
with commercially available infrared imagers [26,27]. The emissivity values are given
only as guidelines, by a single number or a narrow range of values, which are valid for
wavelengths that infrared imagers use. However, CCD cameras are not sensitive to
the same wavelengths as a commercial infrared camera, so the given emissivity values
cannot be used by CCD camera systems.
Touloukian and DeWitt [25] examine in greater detail the properties of emissiv-
ity (emittance), absorptivity, reflectivity, and transmissivity of numerous materials
over a wide range of wavelengths and surface conditions. From their data regarding
aluminum, iron, and stainless steel, the following conclusions can be made:
• Spectral Emittance: The three materials have similar patterns regarding emit-
tance throughout the observed spectrum. Notably, emittance is significantly
higher at wavelengths around 1 µm, and is rather low at wavelengths near 10
µm. This is important because CCD cameras are sensitive to wavelengths near
1 µm, while typical industrial infrared cameras are sensitive to wavelengths in
the 8 µm to 14 µm range [2, 28].
• Surface Conditions: For all three materials, a highly polished surface protected
from oxidization has significantly lower emittance than an oxidized or roughly
polished surface. This is also explored by Yang [12], regarding the effect that
roughness and oxidization of a surface has on its emittance.
• Since the emittance of the three materials is very similar once the effect of surface
conditions is considered, a pyrometer capable of measuring the temperature of
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one material can be used to measure the temperature of any similar material.
2.1.3 Absorbtion and Reflection of Incident Radiation
Electromagnetic radiation incident upon a surface of a material is either absorbed,
reflected, or transmitted by the material [29], as shown in Figure 2.4. The ratio of the
incident light that is absorbed, reflected, or transmitted by the material is represented
by the absorptivity α, reflectivity ρ, and transmissivity τ . Intuitively, the relationship
between α, ρ, and τ is:
Figure 2.4: Reflection, absorption, and transmission of incident radiation.
α + ρ+ τ = 1 (2.3)
As previously stated, a blackbody is an idealized material that absorbs all incident
radiation, so it can be said that for a blackbody α = 1, ρ = 0, and τ = 0.
For the purposes of this study, relevant objects are opaque to thermal radiation,
meaning that τ = 0. Therefore, Equation 2.3 can be simplified to:
α + ρ = 1 (2.4)
Focusing on a small interval of wavelengths centered around any specific wave-
length λ, a relationship can be made between emissivity, absorptivity, and reflectivity
of a material [30]:
αλ = λ (2.5)
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ρλ = 1− λ (2.6)
This relationship allows all terms to be known once the emissivity is determined.
Note that the specific values of αλ, λ, and ρλ are often different at different wave-
lengths, since the same material can have different emissivity values at different wave-
lengths. Also, a similar distinction is made between absorptivity and absorbance, and
reflectivity and reflectance, as is made with emissivity and emittance. Once again,
these terms are used interchangeably without confusion.
2.1.4 Effect of Reflections on Temperature Measurement
Depending on the surface properties of the material, incident radiation that reflects
from a material can be described to be either specular, diffuse, or a combination of
the two. Specular reflections are mirror-like reflections where the angle of incidence
equals the angle of reflectance, while diffuse reflections scatter the incident radiation
in many directions, as demonstrated by Figure 2.5.
α               β 
Figure 2.5: Specular and diffuse reflections.
Disregarding polarity, reflected radiation becomes indistinguishable from the ra-
diation that is emitted by the surface. If a thermal imager is used to determine the
temperature of a surface based on the apparent thermal radiation from the surface,
the reflecting radiation can make the surface appear significantly hotter than it really
is.
Figure 2.6 demonstrates how thermal reflections can combine with the thermal
emission from a surface. Here, the reflections are assumed to be completely specular.
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Figure 2.6: Combination of reflected and emitted radiation that reaches the imager.
Assuming that Surfaces 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 2.6 have the same emissive prop-
erties, and focusing on a small interval of wavelengths centered around any specific
wavelength λ, the intensity of radiation reaching the camera can be expressed as:
L totalλ = λL
Surface1
λ + ρλλL
Surface2
λ + ρλρλλL
Surface3
λ (2.7)
where:
• L totalλ is the total radiation for wavelengths centered around λ that reaches the
camera from a region of Surface 1.
• λ is the emissivity of Surfaces 1, 2, and 3 valid of wavelengths centered around
λ.
• ρλ is the reflectivity of Surfaces 1, 2, and 3 valid of wavelengths centered around
λ.
• L Surface iλ , where i = {1, 2, 3} is the radiation emitted by a blackbody at temper-
ature of Surface 1, 2, or 3.
Combining Equations 2.6 and 2.7:
L totalλ = λL
Surface1
λ + (1− λ)λL Surface2λ + (1− λ)(1− λ)λL Surface3λ (2.8)
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It can be said that for the differential area element of Surface 1 that is being con-
sidered, the depth of reflection = 2, because it contains the reflections of a differential
area of Surface 2, which contains the the reflections of a differential area of Surface 3.
Since radiation is partially absorbed at each reflection, the deeper a reflection is, the
less impact it generally has.
2.2 CCD Camera
This section contains a brief overview of the CCD camera sensor, focusing on aspects
that are relevant for the system developed in Chapter 3.
Most cameras used for machine vision purposes use a charge-coupled device (CCD)
as the camera sensor. The sensor has an array of light sensitive cells called pixels.
A photon of light that reaches a pixel on the sensor has a probability of exciting an
electron. A pixel is exposed to light for a set period of time called the exposure time,
during which the generated electrons are stored. These generated electrons are then
used to determine the numerical value for each pixel, which is usually represented by
an 8 bit binary number. The 8 bit representation allows a resolution of 28 or 256
values, so the pixel value is an integer from 0 to 255. A pixel value of 0 represents
black, while 255 represents white, with values in between denoting shades of gray.
Note that 10 bit or higher cameras exist.
The sensor has a highly linear relationship between the number of excited electrons
and pixel value, making it very suitable for radiometry. It should be noted that many
cameras have the option of using a non-linear light intensity to pixel value relationship,
which is controlled by the gamma correction. Setting gamma to 1 allows the camera
to perform in the desired linear manner.
A pixel is said to be saturated if the number of excited electrons is equal to or
higher than the number required to have a pixel value equal to 255. A saturated
pixel cannot be used for radiometry, because it is uncertain how many electrons were
excited.
2.2.1 Monochrome Spectral Response
The ability for the CCD sensor to generate excited electrons from incoming light is
characterized by its spectral response. For each wavelength, a CCD camera has a
different probability of having an electron excited by a photon. This probability is
represented as the Quantum Efficiency (QE) of the sensor at that wavelength, which
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is given as the percent of photons that excite an electron. While the structure of the
CCD plays a role in determining the QE, the most influential aspect of the sensor is
that it is made from silicon. As such, most CCD cameras have comparable spectral
responses. They are generally sensitive to wavelengths roughly from 0.4 µm to 1.05
µm, and therefore sensitive to infrared radiation roughly from 0.7 µm to 1.05 µm,
which is a region in the near-infrared spectrum. Figure 2.7 shows the spectral response
of a typical CCD camera [2].
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Figure 2.7: Typical sensitivity of silicon based CCD camera [2].
Because the CCD camera is sensitive to a wide range of wavelengths that span the
visible and near-infrared, optical filters can be used to limit which wavelengths reach
the sensor. In this study, two cameras are used, and each using different filters. This
is given in detail in Chapter 3.
2.2.2 Inherent Noise in CCD Sensor
Three types of noise are considered for the CCD sensor: dark current noise, salt and
pepper noise, and Gaussian noise.
As mentioned, photons that reach the sensor excite electrons, which are then used
to measure the light that reached the sensor. However, some electrons are not excited
by photons, but instead are thermally excited within the sensor. The phenomenon is
due to the dark current effect, and is strongly dependent on the temperature of the
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sensor and the exposure time. The thermally generated electrons are indistinguishable
from the photon generated electrons, and therefore can cause errors in radiometry [15].
A simple method known as dark-frame subtraction is used to reduce the effect of
dark currents. This method requires taking one or more images with no light reaching
the sensor, and averaging the pixel values in order to determine the average effect that
the dark current has on the pixel values. This determined average pixel value is then
subtracted from the pixel values of subsequent images [31].
Salt and pepper noise also affects CCD cameras, and is characterized by a low
probability of any individual pixel to have a very large or small value, regardless of
the incident light. The occasional random scattering of black and white pixels gives
rise to the name. The effect of salt and pepper noise is reduced using median image
filtering, before any Gaussian or averaging filtering is performed [32].
The final sources of noise considered are generalized as Gaussian noise, which is
an additive/subtractive noise with a Gaussian distribution. The effect of such noise
is reduced using Gaussian filters, or by averaging pixel values [32].
2.3 Geometry
2.3.1 Euclidean Geometry
Euclidean transformations represent translations and rotations in 3D space. These
linear transformations have 6 parameters: three coordinates and three angles1 for
translation and rotation, respectively as depicted in Figure 2.8.
Let p and p′ denote the same point in space, where p = [x, y, z]T is defined with
respect to an arbitrary reference frame. p′ = [x′, y′, z′]T is defined in a different
reference frame. The relationship between p and p′ is:x
′
y′
z′
 =
r11 r12 r13r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

xy
z
+
txty
tz
 (2.9)
p′ = Rp + T
where R is a 3× 3 rotation matrix, and T is a three-element translation vector.
The above relation can be written in compact form using homogeneous coordinates
1Note that the three angles of rotation can be computed from the 3× 3 rotation matrix using the
well known Rodrigues’ rotation formula [33].
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Figure 2.8: Coordinate Frame with Fixed Axis Rotation Convention
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z
1
 (2.10)
p′ = Dp
where D is a 4× 4 matrix representing a mapping from R3 to R3.
2.3.2 Pose
Geometrically, a camera is represented by the position and orientation of the center
of projection, termed the pose of the camera. The pose of an object represents the
position and orientation relative to a reference frame. Equation 2.10 can be used to
represent the pose of an object in the reference frame of a camera, in this case p
is a point in the object’s reference frame, and p′ is the same point expressed in the
camera’s reference frame, then D is the mapping from the reference frame of p to
that of the camera.
The operation in Equation 2.10 can be inverted using the inverse of a pose p =
D−1p′, we can represent p in the original reference frame, this is denoted by
p = D−1p′ = R−1p′ −R−1T (2.11)
A succession of pose transformations that share a reference frame between each
pose can be composed into a single pose. For instance, given a point p in the reference
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frame of an object of interest P , the pose of the object in the reference frame of camera
A, and the pose of camera A in the reference frame of camera B, then the pose of p
with respect to camera B is given by:
p′ = DABDPAp = RAB(RPAp + TPA) + TAB (2.12)
where p′ represents p in the reference frame given by the pose composition operation.
It transforms the reference frame of P to A and from A to B.
2.3.3 Perspective Projection
The pose of a camera is represented by the pose of the center of projection O. The
image plane is parallel to the axis Ox and Oy. The axis Oz is referred to as the optical
axis.
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Figure 2.9: Perspective Projection Model
Given the relationship between an object P and the camera center O, we can
express a point p as p′ in the reference frame of the camera. Then, using the Pinhole
model, [33], we can project p′ onto the image plane as follows:
p′′ =
[
f
su
p′x
p′z
+ ou,
f
sv
p′y
p′z
+ ov
]T
(2.13)
where f is the focal length of the camera, (ou, ov) are the coordinates of the center of
projection in the image plane, and (su, sv) are the dimensions, in units of length, of
the sensor’s pixels. The projection model is shown in Figure 2.9.
Equations 2.10 and 2.13 can be summarized as follows:
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p′′ = AIDp
where I maps from the 3D camera coordinate system to the 2D coordinate system,
and A is a mapping from the 2D coordinate system to the image plane.
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Chapter 3
Development of CCD-Based
Temperature Measurement for Die
Casting
3.1 Overview
To reduce the formation of defects in a casting process, it is desirable to minimize
temperature variation on the casting during the solidification phase. The die has
physical contact with the casting during the solidification phase, and therefore the
temperature of the die correlates to the temperature of the casting. Therefore, the
problem is transferred to control the temperature variation on the die, which requires
accurate temperature measurement of the die.
In order to implement a CCD-based temperature measurement system that is not
intrusive or disruptive to the current casting process, the die can only be imaged
during the the extraction phase of the casting cycle. Therefore, the only temperature
information available shows the temperature distribution of the die immediately after
the solidification process completes. Figure 3.1 shows how the vision system would
be physically incorporated into the current die casting system without disrupting the
casting process. Note that at least two separate camera systems are ultimately needed
since there are two separate die halves, and that the camera systems can be placed
on either side of the casting machine, not necessarily on top as shown in the figure.
The basic concept behind die temperature measurement using CCD cameras is as
follows. The die surface emits thermal radiation over a wide range of wavelengths,
depending on the temperature of the die. At a sufficiently high temperature, the die
emits enough thermal radiation at wavelengths to which the CCD camera is sensitive,
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Figure 3.1: Incorporating a vision-based temperature measurement system into the
casting process.
and the camera yields a response that can be interpreted as a thermal image. This
temperature is called the minimum measurable temperature. The pixel values of the
camera continue to increase as the temperature of the die surface increases, until the
pixels become saturated. Once the pixels become saturated, a smaller exposure time
is required to create useful images at the higher temperatures. It is assumed that the
largest practical exposure time had been used up to that point.
The minimum measurable temperature that the CCD camera can measure depends
on the amount of noise in the environment and in the camera. For example, in this
work the minimum measurable temperature is near 310 ◦C. If the die surface is at
or above the minimum measurable temperature, the camera’s response can be used
to determine the temperature of the die, using a pre-determined camera-response-to-
temperature relationship.
The main weakness of a CCD camera-based temperature measurement system is
this relatively high minimum measurable temperature.
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3.2 Factors Affecting Accurate Temperature Mea-
surement in an Industrial Setting
To achieve reliable temperature measurement of casting dies in an industrial setting,
it is necessary to identify issues that can affect the temperature measurement. Most
of these issues can cause inaccurate measurements, regardless of which pyrometry
method is being utilized, or whether CCD cameras or infrared pyrometers/cameras
are being employed. Each identified factor is discussed individually, along with the
general method developed to overcome the effect of the factor.
3.2.1 Emissivity
Most dies are made from tool steel, and their surface is kept rust-free by the use
of lubricants and frequent maintenance. Also, the high pressure injection of molten
metal during the process can remove collected buildup on the die surface [34]. As
such, the emissivity of the die is relatively low, which in general makes temperature
measurement more difficult, by decreasing the emitted radiation and increasing the
reflected radiation.
Also, while all dies are maintained and are lubricated during the casting process,
the surface conditions of the dies slowly changes between maintenance, and therefore
so does the emissivity (emittance) of the dies.
Compared to standard infrared cameras, a CCD camera pyrometer is ideal for this
situation, because the emissivity of relevant materials is maximal at the wavelengths
in which the CCD sensor operates, as described in Section 2.1.3. Also, at the temper-
atures relevant to the casting processes, the variance in emissivity causes less error
for a CCD camera pyrometer compared to a standard infrared camera. Figure 3.2
demonstrates that a small change in temperature results in a large change of pho-
ton emission at wavelengths that a CCD camera detects, while the same change in
temperature results in a much smaller change in photon emission at wavelengths that
an infrared camera detects. Thus for a CCD camera pyrometer, a change in photon
emission due to a change in emissivity results in a very small change in the measured
temperature, relative to the effect that the same change in emissivity would have on
the standard infrared camera.
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Figure 3.2: Blackbody photon emission at relevant temperatures. Vertical lines at
0.7 µm to 1.05 µm show the near-infrared sensitivity range of CCD cameras. The
sensitivity range of infrared cameras in generally at 8 µm to 14 µm.
3.2.2 Pose of the Die
To accurately determine the temperature distribution of the die surface, it is necessary
to determine the pose of the die relative to the camera. With the pose of the die
relative to a camera, it is possible to determine where any 3D point of the die’s
surface is projected in the image plane, as explained in Section 2.3.
The methods typically used to estimate the pose of objects1, such as 3D shape
matching, cannot be reliably applied to the images from a CCD camera pyrometer.
The pyrometer must use optical filters to block visible light from affecting the image
so the pixel values are mainly influenced by the thermal radiation emitted from the
die, meaning that the images are unreliable for pose estimation.
To solve this issue, a second CCD camera is used for reliable pose estimation. This
camera uses only visible light for imaging and using filters is unaffected by thermal
radiation. This camera is referred to as the Vision Camera, and its images are referred
to as Vision Images. In contrast, the camera used for temperature measurement is
referred to as the Thermal Camera, and its images are referred to as Thermal Images,
1In this work, 3D shape matching is performed using MVTec Software GmbH’s HALCON [35].
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since it uses thermal radiation for imaging. Once the pose of the die relative to Vision
Camera is determined, the pose of the die relative to the Thermal Camera can be
determined using the pose composition operation, as explained in Section 2.3.2.
3.2.3 Temperature Range and Pixel Normalization
As mentioned, the average temperature of the die is usually below 400 ◦C after the
casting is extracted [21]. However, the actual temperature distribution of the die can
span over a wide range of temperatures, especially if considering the full range of
casting processes in the industry. Due to the wide range of emitted thermal radiation
intensities at these temperatures, as demonstrated in Figure 3.2, the temperature
measurement system must allow the user to choose an appropriate exposure time, so
the pixels are not saturated or too dim.
To enable the temperature measurement system to function over a wide range
of exposure times, a normalization procedure is developed to transform pixel values
to a relative intensity value that is independent of exposure time: P → I. This
normalization procedure also removes the dark current effect noise inherent in CCD
sensors. The normalized intensity value is referred to as IV ision when performed on a
region in the Vision Image, and IThermal when performed on a region in the Thermal
Image.
3.2.4 Determining Temperature
For temperature measurement, it is required to develop a method of calculating the
temperatures from the response of the Thermal Camera. Based on the discussion
regarding emissivity in Section 3.2.1, this method must allow the user to estimate
the emissivity of the die surfaces prior to determining the temperatures of the die
surfaces.
A relationship is empirically developed between the response of the camera in the
form of the normalized intensity value IV ision, and the temperature of a blackbody
that caused the response of the camera. Before the relationship is used to determine
the temperature of a surface from its normalized intensity value, the intensity value
is scaled by the emissivity. For this relationship, the normalized intensity value must
be a result only from the thermal radiation emitted by the surface whose temperature
is being measured.
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3.2.5 Reflecting Radiation
As described in Section 2.1, opaque surfaces with an emissivity of less than one, reflect
a portion of incident radiation. The lower the emissivity of the surface, the more of
the incident radiation is reflected.
Two sources of infrared radiation exist within an industrial setting that can reflect
off of die surfaces: ambient lighting, and thermal radiation emitted from other hot
surfaces.
Reflection of Ambient Light
In industrial settings, the workplace is well illuminated by visible light. Most sources
of visible light such as incandescent bulbs, florescent bulbs, and sunlight, also emit
some infrared light. This infrared light can reflect on the surfaces of a die and illumi-
nate the die, increasing the apparent thermal radiation that is emitted from the die
surfaces.
Radiation is assumed to behave similarly across the visible and near-infrared spec-
trum to which the CCD camera is sensitive. With this assumption, the illumination
that ambient light has on an object in the Vision Image should correlate to the illu-
mination that ambient light has on the same object in the Thermal Image.
A relationship is established regarding the illuminating effect that ambient light
has on a material when imaged by the two cameras. This relationship is represented
as a coefficient, CAmbient, that relates the effect of ambient light in the two cameras.
To eliminate the effect of ambient light on an area of the die projected in the Thermal
Image, the projection of the die area is found in the Vision Image. The pixel values
corresponding to the die area are averaged and normalized into a normalized intensity
value IV ision, and multiplied by CAmbient. The product of this is subtracted from the
normalized intensity IThermal determined for the die area in the Thermal Image. The
result of this is a modified intensity value, IModThermal, that has had the effect of
ambient light approximated and removed.
Reflection of Thermal Radiation
The radiation that reaches the camera from a region of the die contains not only
the thermal radiation emitted by that region, but can also contain thermal radiation
emitted from other surfaces that are reflecting on the region. This effect is further
increased by the general concave shape of the die, where radiation can reflect numerous
times before being reflected towards the camera.
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Pyrometers using CCD cameras can only be affected by the reflections of thermal
radiation emitted from objects that are above the minimum measurable temperature.
It can be assumed that only the die surfaces are at or above this minimum temper-
ature. However, most commercially available infrared cameras are affected by the
reflections from objects that are even at room temperature, because these objects
emit radiation that is detectable by the infrared cameras.
A method is developed to eliminate the effect of reflecting thermal radiation in
a CCD-based temperature measurement system. The method requires a 3D model
of the die: the die is divided into many small 3D triangular subsurfaces. Each sub-
surface is assumed to have a uniform temperature over the entire subsurface, and
the final output of the temperature measurement system is the temperatures of these
subsurfaces.
With the predefined subsurfaces that define the shape of the die, and the relative
pose of the die determined using methods such as 3D shape matching, the image
from the Thermal Camera is partitioned into 2D regions. This partitioning is now
explained for one subsurface; this procedure is done for all subsurfaces.
The unoccluded projection of the subsurface is found as an initial 2D region in
the Thermal Image. Then, assuming perfectly specular reflections, this initial region
is partitioned into smaller regions, if the initial region contains reflections from other
subsurfaces. These reflections are solely determined by the pose and shape of the die,
as defined by the 3D model of the die.
If a region of the initial region contains no reflections from other subsurfaces,
then the pixels in this region are influenced only by the thermal radiation from the
subsurface. For this region, the pixel values are normalized into IThermal, and the
effect of ambient reflections is eliminated by finding IModThermal. Because no reflecting
thermal radiation is present, the determined IModThermal is the intensity value that
is caused only by the thermal radiation emitted from the subsurface, referred to as
ISubsurface. This ISubsurface is later used to determine the temperature of the 3D
subsurface.
However, it can happen that the entire initial region contains reflections of thermal
radiation emitted from other subsurfaces. In that case, no pixel values or normalized
intensity values can be directly used to determine the temperature of the subsurface,
since they are influenced by the thermal radiation emitted from the subsurface that
is being considered, as well as the thermal radiation emitted from another subsurface
that is reflecting on the subsurface.
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To determine the intensity value that is caused only by the thermal radiation emit-
ted from the subsurface, ISubsurface, the initial region determined by the subsurface is
partitioned into regions, so only one combination of emitted and reflected radiation
from the subsurfaces influence the pixels in each region. For each partitioned region,
IModThermal is determined. The influence of the radiation emitted from the subsurfaces
on each IModThermal can be described by an equation in the form:
IModThermal = I
BB
Subsurface i
IModThermal = I
BB
Subsurface i + (1− )IBBSubsurface j
IModThermal = I
BB
Subsurface i + (1− )IBBSubsurface j + (1− )(1− )IBBSubsurface k + . . .
where:
• IModThermal is the modified normalized intensity value determined from the pixel
values of the partitioned region.
•  is the emissivity of the die subsurfaces, which is assumed to be equal for all
surfaces.
• i, j, and k denote arbitrary subsurfaces. Thermal radiation from subsurface i
directly reaches the camera. Radiation from subsurface j reflects on the region
before it reaches the camera, while radiation from subsurface k reflects on a part
of subsurface j, then reflects on the region before it reaches the camera.
• IBBSubsurface i/j/k is the normalized intensity that thermal emission from a black-
body would induce in the Thermal Camera if at the same temperature as an
arbitrary subsurface i, j, or k.
Therefore, each partitioned region either directly determines the normalized in-
tensity of the subsurface, ISubsurface, and can be used to determine the temperature
of the subsurface; or more likely, it creates a single linear equation influenced by nu-
merous regions. The linear equations combine to create an over-determined system
of linear equations, which is solved to determine the normalized intensity of all of the
subsurfaces. A weighted least-squares method is used: regions that are composed of
more pixels and regions with a lower depth of reflection are given higher weights.
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Before partitioning the image, a maximum depth of reflection to consider is set,
denoted with RMax. Considering deeper reflections will in general increase accuracy,
but decrease speed.
The developed temperature measurement system is now explained in detail.
3.3 Hardware
3.3.1 Camera System
Two identical CCD cameras are used as the key hardware for this study: the Prosilica
EC1350 imager, with a maximum resolution 1360 x 1024 pixels. The cameras are used
at a reduced resolution of 680x512. Figure 3.3 shows the two cameras in their final
position.
Figure 3.3: The two identical CCD cameras in their final setup. The Vision Camera
is on the right of the image, while the Thermal Camera is on the right. They differ
only in their purpose and optical filters.
Thermal Camera
One camera generates images using only the radiation in the small region of the in-
frared spectrum to which the CCD camera is sensitive. This camera is referred to
as the Thermal Camera, because its images mainly depend on the thermally gener-
ated radiation from the die where temperature is measured. An image taken by the
Thermal Camera is referred to as a Thermal Image.
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To limit the effect that ambient lighting has on its images, the Thermal Camera
uses an optical infrared-pass filter to block wavelengths that are in the visible spec-
trum: specifically, an X-Nite830 filter. The spectral properties of this filter is given
in Figure 3.4 [3].
Figure 3.4: Spectral transmittances for the optical filters used on the Thermal Camera
[3].
The purpose of the Thermal Camera is to determine the light intensity that is
thermally emitted from the die, and thereby the temperature of the die. The Thermal
Camera is the camera on the left in Figure 3.3.
Vision Camera
Another camera generates images using only the wavelengths in the visible spectrum.
This camera is referred to as the Vision Camera, because its images represent objects
as how they appear to human eye, and its images are unaffected by the thermal
radiation of the die. An image taken by the Vision Camera is referred to as a Vision
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Image.
To prevent thermal radiation from affecting the Vision Camera, optical filters
are used to block wavelengths that are thermally generated in significant amounts
by the die. Choosing which optical filter to use requires establishing a maximum
measurable temperature. The higher the maximum measurable temperature, the more
of the camera’s spectrum that the filter must block. Intuitively, the filter must block
the infrared region to which the CCD is sensitive. However, setting the maximum
measurable temperature sufficiently high requires blocking some of the wavelengths in
the visible spectrum. The maximum measurable temperature is chosen to be 600 ◦C,
since this is only about 50 ◦C below the melting point of aluminum and magnesium,
which are the most common materials used in die casting.
To substantially block the thermally generated wavelengths, two slightly different
infrared-blocking filters are used: the SP625 and SP785 from Midwest Optical Sys-
tems. The spectral properties of these filters are given in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 [4]. Note
that some of the visible spectrum is blocked by the combination of the two filters.
The Vision Camera serves two purposes: to determine the pose of the die with
respect to the Vision Camera’s coordinate system, and to determine the effect of
ambient light on the Thermal Camera. The Vision Camera is the camera on the right
in Figure 3.3.
3.3.2 Casting Dies
Two dies are used to develop and validate the temperature measurement system:
Cylindrical Die Insert
The Cylindrical Die insert is used to develop the camera response vs temperature
relationship. It includes a hole for a thermocouple to be placed just behind the main
surface of the die. By measuring the temperature of the die with the thermocouple
and simultaneously imaging the die surface with a camera, it is possible to develop
a relationship between camera response and temperature. The Cylindrical Die insert
is made of H13 tool steel. The die is highly oxidized to maximize it’s emissivity, so a
temperature relationship can be established that is unaffected by reflections.
Figure 3.7 gives a schematic outline of the Cylindrical Die insert.
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Figure 3.5: Spectral transmittance of SP625 filter [4].
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Figure 3.6: Spectral transmittance of SP785 filter [4].
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the Cylindrical Die Insert.
Aluminum Die
The Aluminum Die is used to validate the accuracy of the temperature measurement
system while subject to the issues that affect accuracy, such as thermal/ambient
reflections, and low emissivity. The die is made of polished aluminum to simulate the
low emissivity of polished and preserved tool steel dies. Because only the emissivity
is important for radiometry, the justification of using aluminum is given in Section
2.1.2.
The die has a concave shape, allowing for numerous reflections to occur. The die
surface is polished to be highly reflective in order to lower the emissivity.
The surface of the Aluminum Die is divided into 13 rectangular areas. The tem-
perature of each of the 13 areas is monitored by a thermocouple, located in the middle
of the rectangular area, 0.125 inches behind the surface. The measurements from the
thermocouples are used to validate the developed non-contact temperature measure-
ment system.
Figure 3.8 shows the Aluminum Die and layout of the 13 areas that are sampled
by thermocouples, while Figure 3.9 gives a schematic view of the die.
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Figure 3.8: (a)The Aluminum Die. (b) 13 areas each with a thermocouple.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the Aluminum Die.
3.4 Die Temperature Measurement System
An overview of the procedure for the developed CCD-based temperature measurement
system is provided below.
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1. Image the Die: The die is imaged by the two cameras in the Camera System.
This would occur after the casting is removed from the die.
2. Find the Pose of the Die: The pose of the die relative to the coordinate system of
the cameras is determined. This enables the system to determine the projection
of the die in the images.
3. Partition Regions of Interest in the Images: The two images are partitioned
into matching regions, based on the predefined subsurfaces of the die, and the
pose/geometry dependant reflections that occur on the die surfaces.
4. Find the Average Pixel Values of the Regions: For the determined regions,
calculate the average pixel values in the two images.
5. Normalize Pixel Values to Intensity: A normalization procedure transforms pixel
values to intensity values, which are independent of exposure time, and reduce
the effect of noise within the sensor.
6. Remove the Effect of Reflections: Determine and remove the effect of ambi-
ent light on the intensity values. Determine and remove the effect of thermal
reflections to isolate the intensity values emitted from each subsurface.
7. Calculate the Temperature: For the isolated intensity value from each sub-
surface, use a predetermined relationship to determine the temperature of the
subsurfaces of the die.
This procedure is shown in Figure 3.10, and is described in detail in Section 3.4.2.
Image the Die
Partition 
Regions of 
Interest in the 
Images
Find Avg. Pixel 
Values of 
Regions
Normalize 
Pixel Values to 
Intensity
Remove Effect 
of Reflections
Calculate 
Temperature
End
Find the Pose 
of the Die
Start
Figure 3.10: Outline of the temperature measurement procedure.
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3.4.1 Initialization
The following procedures and relationships must be initialized before temperature
measurement can be performed:
Camera Calibration
Each camera is independently calibrated to determine its internal parameters [32].
The calibration is done using MVTec Software GmbH’s HALCON library of functions
[35]. Following internal calibration, the cameras are firmly attached to a mount and
aimed at the desired location, in a roughly co-axial manner, as was shown in Figure
3.3.
Once the cameras are secured in place, they are stereo-calibrated: a calibration
target is placed in front of the two cameras and is imaged by the cameras, and the
pose of the calibration target relative to each of the cameras is determined. Using
the pose composition operation from Section 2.3.2, the D matrix representing the
mapping of 3D points from the Vision Camera’s coordinate system to the Thermal
Camera’s coordinate system is determined.
Figure 3.11 shows the images from stereo-calibration. Because the cameras are
next to each other and looking in the same general direction, the images from the two
cameras look very similar.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Stereo-calibration. (a) Image from Vision Camera. (b) Image from
Thermal Camera.
It should be noted that the X-Nite830 filter used for temperature measurement
on the Thermal Camera blocks too much light and would make the calibration target
not visible in the image. To overcome this drawback while having the calibration take
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into consideration the effect of the filter, the X-Nite715 is used for all calibrations.
This filter is also described in Figure 3.4.
Modeling the Die
For temperature measurement, the pose of the die relative to the Vision Camera
is determined by performing 3D shape matching using MVTec Halcon(R) libraries,
which requires a 3D shape model of the die.
Another 3D model is required, composed of 3D triangular subsurfaces. The output
of the temperature measurement system is the temperatures of these subsurfaces; it is
assumed that each subsurface has uniform temperature. Three 3D points define each
subsurface, relative to the coordinate system of the die, using righthanded orientation.
The distribution of the triangular subsurfaces on the die surface is chosen to suit
the temperature measurement requirements: if the end goal is to monitor the temper-
ature of the die and control the cooling, numerous triangular surfaces should sample
the temperature over the area where each water cooling line has the most influence.
For the Aluminum Die, the subsurfaces are chosen so that two subsurfaces cover each
of the 13 areas of the die that the 13 thermocouples cover, as previously described.
The 3D shape model and 3D model using triangular subsurfaces for the Aluminum
Die are shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: (a) 3D shape model representation of Aluminum Die. (b) 3D model
using triangular subsurfaces defining the Aluminum Die.
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Relationship between Exposure Time and Dark Current
A procedure similar to the work by Mansouri et al. [31] is used to determine the effect
of dark currents in the CCD camera, which is outlined in the following steps.
• Power the camera and allow enough time for the sensor to reach steady internal
temperature.
• Cover the sensor so no light can reach it.
• Take 100 images for a number of different exposure times.
• Find the average pixel value for each exposure time.
• Determine a mathematical relationship between dark current and exposure time.
The result of this procedure is given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Average effect of dark current on pixel value at different exposure times
Exposure (µs) Average Pixel Value
128 1.1917
256 1.1951
512 1.1982
1536 1.2108
2048 1.2200
2560 1.2287
3072 1.2371
3584 1.2473
4095 1.2553
The determined relationship between dark current pixel value and exposure time
is:
Pdark = 15.7× 106texposure + 1.189 (3.1)
where:
• Pdark is the average dark current pixel value.
• texposure is the exposure time in µs that was used to capture the image.
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This procedure is performed on both of the cameras, and it is determined that
both cameras have similar enough properties to use the same dark current vs exposure
relationship.
Light Intensity Normalization
The pixel values generated by the camera depend on a number of parameters alongside
the incident light intensity. For radiometry, it is desired to extract this light inten-
sity from the pixel value. Equation 3.2 describes the light intensity normalization
procedure:
I = (P − Pdark)/texposure (3.2)
where:
• I is the normalized intensity value.
• P is the raw pixel value from camera.
• Pdark is the dark current value at used exposure time, determined by Equation
3.1.
• texposure is the exposure time in µs that was used to develop the image.
This is the procedure used to normalize noisy pixel values into an intensity value
that is independent of exposure time and dark current noise. Note that this normalized
intensity value is of relative magnitude and without meaningful units.
Ambient Light Coefficient
To determine the temperature of a die using its thermally generated radiation, it is
beneficial to remove all other sources of radiation that affect the images. Sources of
ambient light such as incandescent bulbs, florescent bulbs, and sunlight, emit radiation
across a wide spectrum of wavelengths, and can affect both the Thermal and Vision
Camera.
During temperature measurement, the Thermal Camera is influenced by the ther-
mal radiation of the die surfaces, and the ambient light. However, the Vision Camera
is only affected by the ambient light. Determining a relationship between the effect
that ambient light has on the Thermal Camera and the effect that ambient light has
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on the Vision Camera, allows the approximation and removal of the effect of ambi-
ent light on the Thermal Camera during temperature measurement, as described in
Section .
This relationship is established experimentally. The Aluminum Die is imaged by
the two cameras, while the temperature of the die is sufficiently below the minimum
measurable temperature, so only the ambient light affects both the images. Subsur-
faces of the die are located and matched in both of the images. The average pixel
values of these subsurfaces are determined in both of the images, and are normalized
and used to find a simple linear relationship. For 3 sets of images, the combined
experimental data is given in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Effect of ambient light on Aluminum Die, for the Vision and Thermal
Camera.
The relationship can be modeled with:
IThermal = CAmbient ∗ IV ision (3.3)
where:
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• IThermal is the Thermal Cameras Intensity
• IV ision is the Vision Cameras Intensity
• CAmbient, the determined Ambient Coefficient, = 0.002337.
The established relationship enables to approximate the effect of ambient light in
the Thermal Image, based on the effect of ambient light in the Vision Image.
Relationship Between Temperature and Normalized Intensity Value
The relationship between the camera response in the form of the normalized intensity
value and temperature of an object is determined experimentally.
The Cylindrical Die insert is heated to over 700 ◦C inside of a furnace. The die
is removed from the furnace, and is imaged with the Thermal Camera while simulta-
neously having its temperature measured by a thermocouple. The Thermal Camera
cycles between numerous exposure times. The data relating camera response and
temperature acquired from this procedure is given in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Raw pixel values vs Temperature at numerous exposure times.
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The data from the experiment is normalized using the previously defined normal-
ization procedure. The result of this is given in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Normalized intensity Value vs Temperature.
A numerically optimized trend line is determined for the normalized intensity
values. The equation for the trend line is given in Equation 3.4.
T = a(I + b)c + d (3.4)
where:
• T is the determined temperature
• I is the normalized intensity value
• a = 544.4
• b = 2.005 ∗ 10−12
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• c = 0.09525
• d = 80.46
The resulting trend line is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Normalized intensity value vs temperature, with trend line.
Because of the heavy oxidization of the die, it is assumed that the emissivity of the
die is 0.9. Since this relationship is valid for objects with the same emissivity value
as the Cylindrical Die, before using Equation 3.4, the normalized intensity value is
scaled using emissivity values.
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3.4.2 Temperature Measurement Procedure
In this section, the temperature measurement procedure given in Figure 3.10 is re-
stated in Figure 3.17, and is explained step-by-step for a single temperature measure-
ment:
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End
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Figure 3.17: Outline of the temperature measurement procedure.
Step 1: Image the Die
The die is imaged by the two cameras, using an exposure time of 400 µs by the Vision
Camera, and 700 µs by the Thermal Camera. A median filter is used to minimize the
effect of salt and pepper noise. The raw images are shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19.
Step 2: Find the Pose of the Die
The pose of the die relative to the Vision Camera is determined using 3D shape
matching. The pose of the die relative to the Thermal Camera is determined using
the pose composition procedure, with the D matrix found during stereo-calibration.
The projection of the found poses on the images is shown in Figures 3.20 and 3.21.
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Figure 3.18: Raw image from the Vision Camera.
Figure 3.19: Raw image from the Thermal Camera.
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Figure 3.20: Image from the Vision Camera, showing the pose determined by 3D
shape matching.
Figure 3.21: Image from the Thermal Camera, showing the pose determined by pose
composition.
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Step 3: Partition Regions of Interest in Images
As described in Chapter 3.4.1, partitioning creates one or more regions in the 2D image
plane of the Thermal Camera, for each predefined 3D subsurface. After partitioning,
each of the determined regions in the Thermal Image are found in the Vision Image.
The partitioning procedure uses the poses determined in Step 2, the predefined
3D subsurfaces that model the die, and the previously chosen RMax value that deter-
mines the maximum depth of reflection to consider. The output of this procedure is
a set of partitioned regions. For each partitioned region, a region is determined in
the Thermal Image and in the Vision Image, as well as which subsurfaces are emitted
from or reflecting in the region.
If RMax is set to zero, no reflections are considered, and partitioning simply finds
one region for each subsurface, which is the unoccluded region of the subsurface visible
in the Thermal Image. For this case, it is assumed that only the thermal radiation
emitted by the corresponding subsurface affects the pixels in the region, and that the
normalized intensity value is determined only by the subsurface:
IModThermal = I
BB
Subsurface i (3.5)
where:
• IModThermal is the normalized intensity value from the pixels in the region.
• i denotes the subsurface whose radiation emits directly towards the pixels in the
region.
• IBBSubsurface i denotes the response of the Thermal Camera to the thermal emission
of a blackbody at the same temperature as subsurface i.
•  is the emissivity of the subsurfaces.
The result of setting RMax to zero is shown in Figures 3.22 and 3.23. The Ther-
mal Image is shown first, to emphasize the fact that partitioning is done only for the
Thermal Camera, and the regions are then found to the Vision Image.
If RMax is set to one, partitioning creates one or more regions for each subsurface,
by considering one depth of reflection.
Each partitioned region contains only one combination of emitted/reflected sources
of radiation from the subsurfaces. Either the region contains no reflections and only
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Figure 3.22: Image from Thermal Camera showing the partitioned regions, when
RMax = 0.
Figure 3.23: Image from Vision Camera showing the partitioned regions, when
RMax = 0.
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contains the emitted radiation from the corresponding subsurface, or the region con-
tains the emitted radiation of the corresponding subsurface, as well as the radiation
emitted by another subsurface, which is reflecting on the corresponding subsurface.
As mentioned, this is determined by the 3D subsurfaces that model the die, and pose
of the die.
If a region contains no reflections, then the normalized intensity over the region
can be described by Equation 3.5. Otherwise, it is described by:
IModThermal = I
BB
Subsurface i + (1− )IBBSubsurface j (3.6)
where:
• IModThermal is the normalized intensity value from the pixels in the region.
• i denotes the subsurface whose radiation emits directly towards the pixels in the
region.
• j denotes the subsurface whose radiation reflects on subsurface i, and reaches
the pixels in the region.
• IBBSubsurface i and IBBSubsurface j denote the response of the Thermal Camera to the
thermal emission of a blackbody at the same temperature as subsurface i and
j.
•  is the emissivity of the subsurfaces.
If RMax is set to two, the normalized intensity over the region can be described
either by Equations 3.5 or 3.6, or by:
IModThermal = I
BB
Subsurface i + (1− )IBBSubsurface j + (1− )(1− )IBBSubsurface k (3.7)
where:
• IModThermal is the normalized intensity value from the pixels in the region.
• i denotes the subsurface whose radiation emits directly towards the pixels in the
region.
• j denotes the subsurface whose radiation reflects on subsurface i, and reaches
the pixels the region.
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• k denotes the subsurface whose radiation reflects on subsurface j, then reflects
on subsurface i, and reaches the pixels in the region.
• IBBSubsurface i, IBBSubsurface j, and IBBSubsurface k denote the response of the Thermal
Camera to the thermal emission of a blackbody at the same temperature as
subsurface i, j, and k.
•  is the emissivity of the subsurfaces.
Due to the geometry of the Aluminum Die, the maximum depth of reflection that
is possible is two. Setting RMax to a value greater than two has no effect on the
partitioning of this particular die.
Figure 3.24 shows the result of partitioning when RMax is set to one, and Figure
3.25 shows the result of partitioning when RMax is set to two. By observing Figures
3.22, 3.24, and 3.25, it can be seen how reflections affect the pixel values of the image,
and how the partitioned regions are affected by the reflections.
The algorithm developed to implement the partitioning is explained in Appendix
A.
Step 4: Find the Average Pixel Values of the Regions
This step uses the partitioned regions from Step 3, and the Thermal Image and Vision
Image. For each region, the average pixel value is determined in both of the images:
PThermal and PV ision. Averaging of pixel values reduces the effect of Gaussian noise in
the sensor.
Also, for each partitioned region, the area of the region in the Thermal Image is
determined, in square pixels.
Step 5: Normalize Pixel Values to Intensity
The averaged pixel values determined in Step 4 for each partitioned region are nor-
malized using the predefined normalization procedure. The pixel values PThermal and
PV ision are transformed to the normalized intensity values IThermal and IV ision using:
I = (P − Pdark)/texposure (3.8)
where:
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Figure 3.24: Image from Thermal Camera showing the partitioned regions, when
RMax = 1.
Figure 3.25: Image from Thermal Camera showing the partitioned regions, when
RMax = 2.
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• I is the normalized intensity value.
• P is the average pixel value.
• Pdark is the dark current value used exposure time, determined by Equation 3.1.
• texposure is the exposure time in µs that was used to capture the image. Note
that the Vision and Thermal Cameras don’t use the same exposure time.
The normalization eliminates the effect of dark currents and transforms the pixel
values to an intensity value that is independent of exposure time.
Step 6: Remove Effect of Reflections
This step reduces the effect of the two sources of reflections: ambient light reflections
and thermal reflections.
Reflecting Ambient Light
Using the partitioning from Step 3 and the intensities IThermal and IV ision for each
region from Part 5, the effect of ambient light on the Thermal Camera is approximated
and removed.
First, for each partitioned region, the effect of ambient light on the Thermal Cam-
era’s normalized intensity value is approximated using the predefined Ambient Coef-
ficient CAmbient, and the intensity value IV ision from Step 5:
IAmbient = CAmbient ∗ IV ision (3.9)
where:
• IAmbient is the approximated intensity that ambient light produced in the Ther-
mal Camera.
• IV ision is the Vision Camera’s Intensity value for the specific region.
• CAmbient, the predetermined Ambient Coefficient, = 0.002337.
For each region, the approximated effect of ambient light on the intensity value of
the Thermal Camera is subtracted from the intensity value found in Step 5:
IModThermal = IThermal − IAmbient (3.10)
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where:
• IModThermal is the modified intensity value from the Thermal Image.
• IThermal is the normalized intensity value from the Thermal Image.
• IAmbient is the approximated effect of ambient light.
Once this step is performed, the data from the Vision Camera serves no further
use. The remaining useful data for each partitioned region is the modified intensity
value from the Thermal Image, IModThermal, the area of the region in the Thermal
Image, and the information regarding which subsurface is emitting or reflecting in
each region.
Reflecting Thermal Radiation
With the effect of ambient light reduced, the modified intensity values IModThermal
are assumed to be purely the result of the thermal radiation emitted by the die
subsurfaces. These intensity values can contain reflections of thermal radiation that
were emitted by other surfaces of the die, as defined by Equations 3.5 3.6 and 3.7.
Now, a single intensity value is determined for each predefined subsurface, and the
effect of reflecting thermal radiation is eliminated.
If RMax was set to zero, this step is trivial, since for reach subsurface, there exists
a single corresponding region. With the effect of ambient light removed by Equation
3.10, the resulting modified intensity values, IModThermal, are the desired intensity
values for their corresponding subsurfaces, ISubsurface.
If RMax was set to greater than zero, for each subsurface there exists at least one
corresponding region, while most subsurfaces have numerous regions. If a subsurface
has a region that contains no reflections and is of sufficient area in the image to be
considered reliable, then the IModThermal of this region is taken as the ISubsurface. For
the subsurfaces that do not contain sufficiently large areas with no reflections, another
approach must be taken to eliminate the effect of the reflecting thermal radiation and
determine the ISubsurface of the subsurface.
To eliminate the effect of reflections, an over-determined system of linear equations
is solved. Each partitioned region creates an equation in the form of Equations 3.6
and 3.7. To increase performance, a weighted least-squares method is performed: a
larger weighting factor is given for regions with a larger area in the image, since a
larger area is less suspectable to noise; and a smaller weighting factor is given for
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regions with a higher depth of reflection present, since each reflection enables more
noise and error to be present in the region.
The output of this step is the ISubsurface value for each subsurface.
Step 7: Calculate Temperature
The intensity values ISubsurface corresponding to the subsurfaces of the die determined
is Step 6 are used to calculate the temperature of the subsurfaces.
The temperature of each subsurface is determined using:
T = a(Isubsurface × calibration
subsurface
+ b)c + d (3.11)
where:
• T is the determined temperature
• I is the normalized intensity value
• a = 544.4
• b = 2.005 ∗ 10−12
• c = 0.09525
• d = 80.46
• subsurface = 0.7, is the emissivity of the surface whose temperature is being
measured.
• calibration = 0.9, is the emissivity of the surface that was used to develop the
relationship.
With the determined temperatures of the subsurfaces, a color-coded temperature
image can be created, as shown in Figure 3.26.
The performance of this method is examined in the next chapter.
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Figure 3.26: Color coded temperature image created from temperature measurement,
using RMax = 2.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Validation
4.1 Temperature Measurement Validation
4.1.1 Experimental Setup
The steps involved in the experimental setup are listed as follows, with the emissivity
of the Aluminum Die being previously determined to be approximately 0.7:
• The Aluminum Die is mounted on a movable arm, which allows to insert the
die in and out of a furnace.
• The Vision Camera and the Thermal Camera are positioned so that the die is
visible to both of the cameras. Once positioned, they are firmly secured and
stereo-calibrated.
• An industrial infrared camera is also positioned, and is used to compare its
performance to the CCD camera system’s performance.
• The furnace is heated to 600 ◦C.
The experimental setup is shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
4.1.2 Experimental Procedure
• The die is inserted into the furnace until the die is heated to approximately
550 ◦C. The temperature of the die within the furnace is monitored with the
thermocouples in the Aluminum Die.
• Once the die is heated, it is removed from the furnace, and collection of data
begins:
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup. From left to right: infrared, Thermal, and Vision
Camera.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Experimental setup. (a) Die outside of the furnace. (b) Die inside of the
furnace.
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• The die is imaged by the two cameras every 5 seconds using different exposures
times, while the temperatures of the 13 thermocouples are recorded 10 times a
second.
• The Vision Camera uses a constant exposure time of 400 µs, while the Thermal
Camera alternates between the exposure times of 700, 1700, 2700, and 4040 µs.
• Data is collected until the die temperature cools down significantly below the
minimum measurable temperature.
• The die is also imaged by the infrared camera for comparison.
• The images and the thermocouple temperature measurements are stored for
later processing.
4.1.3 Data Analysis
• Each stored pair of images are loaded individually, and its temperature is de-
termined using the procedure described in Section 3.4.
• The effect of setting RMax to 0, 1, and 2 is determined.
• The effect of approximating emissivity is determined, by setting the emissivity
to a range of values.
• For the 13 areas determined by the thermocouple locations in the Aluminum
Die, measurements of the Vision System is compared to the measurements of
the thermocouples.
• Since two subsurfaces correspond to one thermocouple area, the two subsurfaces
are averaged to form one temperature value.
4.1.4 Results
The performance of the CCD-based temperature measurement system is shown in the
following tables, for which notation is described below.
• All temperature values are in Celsius.
• ImageID is used to identify each pair of images. ImageID equals 0 for the first
images pair, and equals 70 for the final image pair. The Thermal Camera cycles
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through the exposure times of 700, 1700, 2700, and 4040 µs; for example, images
with ImageID = 0, 3, 7,... use an exposure of 700µs.
• The thermocouple temperature measurements of the 13 areas are presented in
the Thermocouple column.
• The Vision System temperature measurements of the 13 areas at various settings
are presented in the Vision System columns.
• ErrorMAE is the mean absolute error of the 13 measurements.
• ErrorMax is the maximum absolute error of the 13 measurements.
The cyclical determination of exposure time for the Thermal Camera can lead to
images that give very poor results at the extreme temperature settings: pixels can be
saturated due to high exposure rates at very high temperatures, or be too dim due
to low exposure rates at very low temperatures. Such images are not included in the
discussion.
Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 show in detail the temperature measurement performance
for ImageID = 0, at set emissivity values of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, with RMax = 0, 1, and 2,
respectively. They are the highest tested temperatures.
Tables 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 show in detail the temperature measurement performance
for ImageID = 63, at set emissivity values of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, with RMax = 0, 1, and 2,
respectively. The temperatures of the die are near the minimum measurable temper-
ature.
after 55, only highest exposure time chosen Some important conclusions can be
made from Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6:
• In all cases, increasing RMax, the depth of the reflections considered, decreases
the average and maximum temperature measurement errors. Therefore, the
performance of the vision system always improves when more reflections are
considered.
• Setting the emissivity to the wide range of values: 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8, does not
lead to significant errors. This shows that the temperature measurement is not
very sensitive to errors from estimating emissivity.
• Note that these two conclusions hold for all other images as well.
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Table 4.1: Temperature measurement results: ImageID=0 and RMax=0
ImageID=0, RMax=0
Emissivity=0.6 Emissivity=0.7 Emissivity=0.8
Thermocouple Vision System Vision System Vision System
539.205 556.455 549.517 543.589
540.276 539.663 532.97 527.251
542.381 558.491 551.524 545.57
541.475 546.407 539.616 533.813
534.726 557.057 550.11 544.175
532.43 544.781 538.013 532.23
537.408 555.009 548.092 542.182
531.305 557.117 550.17 544.234
520.278 555.059 548.141 542.231
537.188 558.032 551.071 545.123
533.867 552.364 545.486 539.608
536.853 552.165 545.289 539.415
535.993 557.996 551.036 545.088
ErrorMAE: 17.5721 11.9985 7.9153
ErrorMax: 34.781 27.8635 21.9528
Table 4.2: Temperature measurement results: ImageID=0 and RMax=1
ImageID=0, RMax=1
Emissivity=0.6 Emissivity=0.7 Emissivity=0.8
Thermocouple Vision System Vision System Vision System
539.205 541.65 538.063 535.713
540.276 538.06 531.39 525.691
542.381 544.302 540.476 537.945
541.475 536.953 530.3 524.615
534.726 543.782 539.802 537.033
532.43 524.154 522.069 521.302
537.408 539.719 536.552 534.383
531.305 542.392 539.07 536.743
520.278 539.738 536.723 534.654
537.188 543.412 539.865 537.463
533.867 537.918 534.274 531.781
536.853 541.948 535.221 529.474
535.993 542.987 539.484 537.155
ErrorMAE: 6.43528 5.52447 6.65774
ErrorMax: 19.4604 16.4446 16.8604
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Table 4.3: Temperature measurement results: ImageID=0 and RMax=2
ImageID=0, RMax=2
Emissivity=0.6 Emissivity=0.7 Emissivity=0.8
Thermocouple Vision System Vision System Vision System
539.205 541.78 538.127 535.738
540.276 538.06 531.39 525.691
542.381 541.212 538.501 536.913
541.475 536.953 530.3 524.615
534.726 539.276 536.981 535.69
532.43 525.444 522.545 521.273
537.408 539.901 536.671 534.441
531.305 539.634 537.336 535.84
520.278 533.361 533.31 533.143
537.188 539.518 537.294 536.187
533.867 533.642 531.109 529.418
536.853 541.948 535.221 529.474
535.993 536.566 535.952 535.601
ErrorMAE: 4.16519 4.73038 6.62226
ErrorMax: 13.0831 13.0317 16.8604
Table 4.4: Temperature measurement results: ImageID=63 and RMax=0
ImageID=63, RMax=0
Emissivity=0.6 Emissivity=0.7 Emissivity=0.8
Thermocouple Vision System Vision System Vision System
351.306 369.559 365.345 361.744
352.934 357.659 353.619 350.166
360.238 372.606 368.347 364.709
359.237 369.872 365.653 362.049
358.252 376.653 372.336 368.647
354.176 371.194 366.956 363.336
352.318 372.016 367.766 364.135
350.816 373.572 369.299 365.649
346.957 376.741 372.423 368.733
361.834 380.655 376.279 372.54
359.311 377.205 372.88 369.184
361.884 377.426 373.097 369.399
360.911 379.153 374.8 371.08
ErrorMAE: 17.2412 12.9713 9.74867
ErrorMax: 29.7842 25.4658 21.7759
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Table 4.5: Temperature measurement results: ImageID=63 and RMax=1
ImageID=63, RMax=1
Emissivity=0.6 Emissivity=0.7 Emissivity=0.8
Thermocouple Vision System Vision System Vision System
351.306 360.033 357.818 356.515
352.934 357.4 353.364 349.915
360.238 363.468 361.006 359.516
359.237 368.396 364.199 360.613
358.252 366.833 364.661 363.343
354.176 357.023 356.303 356.198
352.318 362.065 360.405 359.225
350.816 364.11 362.185 360.825
346.957 365.787 364.337 363.414
361.834 372.578 370.062 368.248
359.311 369.899 367.089 365.059
361.884 372.422 368.167 364.53
360.911 371.845 369.135 367.154
ErrorMAE: 9.36058 6.81199 5.5279
ErrorMax: 18.8304 17.3796 16.4568
Table 4.6: Temperature measurement results: ImageID=63 and RMax=2
ImageID=63, RMax=2
Emissivity=0.6 Emissivity=0.7 Emissivity=0.8
Thermocouple Vision System Vision System Vision System
351.306 360.021 357.805 356.486
352.934 357.4 353.364 349.915
360.238 360.994 359.484 358.794
359.237 368.396 364.199 360.613
358.252 363.297 362.633 362.464
354.176 357.505 356.535 356.226
352.318 362.254 360.505 359.277
350.816 362.124 361.043 360.346
346.957 361.186 361.96 362.378
361.834 371.13 368.897 367.604
359.311 368.267 365.835 364.139
361.884 372.422 368.167 364.53
360.911 368.939 367.498 366.41
ErrorMAE: 7.9817 6.09685 5.22585
ErrorMax: 14.229 15.0032 15.421
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Combined Data from All Images
Setting RMax to 2, and Emissivity to 0.7, the temperature measurements from the vi-
sion system are compared to the temperature measurements from the thermocouples,
for images 0 to 91.
Images with saturated pixels or exposure times that are too low are ignored.
Specifically, temperatures of over 500 ◦C were able to cause pixel saturation for the
higher exposure times, while it becomes beneficial to only consider the images with an
exposure time of 4040 µs for temperatures below 375 ◦C. Of the 92 possible images,
8 were rejected due to saturation, while 26 were not considered because of their low
exposure time for the temperature. For the remaining 58 images, the corresponding
754 temperature measurements are shown in Figure 4.3. The measurements are com-
pared to the ideal trend line of y = x, meaning that the vision systems temperature
measurement equals the thermocouples measurement.
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Figure 4.3: Data from all considered images, at RMax = 2, and Emissivity = 0.7.
Note:
• The vision systems delivers useful measurements for temperatures as low as 300
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◦C.
• The data has an R-square of 0.9812 compared to the ideal trend line for perfect
temperature measurement.
• The mean average error for this data is 5.0623 ◦C.
Performance of an Industrial Infrared Camera
The performance of an industrial infrared camera is also tested, using the MIDAS
thermal imager [28]. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show temperature images generated by the
infrared camera.
The infrared image in Figure 4.4 is taken with a set emissivity value of 0.20, which
is the minimum possible setting. From the thermocouple data, the average temper-
ature of the die is 460 ◦C, with low variation. In the infrared camera, surfaces that
contained no reflections measured at around 260 ◦C; surfaces with a single reflection
measured at around 380 ◦C; and surfaces with a double reflection measured at around
450 ◦C.
The infrared image in Figure 4.5 is taken with a set emissivity value of 0.32.
From the thermocouple data, the average temperature of the die is 404 ◦C, with low
variation. In the infrared camera, surfaces that contained no reflections measured
at around 190 ◦C; surfaces with a single reflection measured at around 260 ◦C; and
surfaces with a double reflection measured at around 360 ◦C.
Other emissivity settings were tried, without noticeable improvement in tempera-
ture measurement accuracy. The performance of the infrared camera is significantly
affected by the low emissivity of the polished die at the wavelengths that the infrared
camera uses. Also, the camera does not have a built-in method to reduce the effect
of multiple reflections from the die surfaces.
4.2 Case Study: Closed-loop Temperature Control
using CCD-Camera System
In this section, a CCD-based temperature measurement system is used for closed-loop
temperature control in a laboratory die casting process simulator. The control system
adjusts the cooling of the die inserts, in order to reduce the temperature variance
across the die surface. The system uses CCD cameras for non-contact temperature
measurement, and therefore can be integrated into a real die casting process without
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Figure 4.4: Image taken by infrared camera with emissivity set to 0.20.
Figure 4.5: Image taken by infrared camera with emissivity set to 0.32.
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interfering in the process. Because of this, only one temperature measurement of
the die can be done during the extraction phase for each cycle, as opposed to the
continuous temperature measurement available when using thermocouples.
The general procedure of the temperature control system is as follows: the surface
of the die is imaged by the camera system when the die opens and the casting is
extracted. The temperature of the die surfaces is determined from the images. With
the temperature information, each of the water cooling lines are adjusted for the next
casting cycle. After a number of cycles, the temperature variation on the die surfaces
is reduced due to the adjusted amount of cooling performed by each water cooling
line.
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
The procedure is implemented on a laboratory die casting process simulator. Figure
4.6 shows the overview of the simulator.
Figure 4.6: Overview of the laboratory die casting process simulator.
Cooling Die and Heat Source
The Cooling Die is used for this experiment. It is composed of three die inserts that
are rectangular tool steel blocks, each with a separately controlled water cooling line.
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The Cooling Die is made of tool steel, and its surfaces are heavily oxidized, which
results in a high emissivity value.
Figure 4.7 describes the Cooling Die, and identifies Regions 1, 2 and 31, which are
the regions interest on the die.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of the Cooling Die Insert.
The die is mounted on a mobile platform, which can be moved in and out of a
furnace. The furnace, which is set to 800 ◦C, simulates the heating that the die inserts
experience in the real casting process from the molten metal. The three inserts are
of different lengths and experience different heating rates when in the furnace: the
longest insert experiences the fastest heating rate, followed by the second longest
insert, while the shortest insert heats up the slowest.
Vision and Temperature Measurement System
Similar to the temperature measurement procedure in Chapter 3, the Vision Camera
and the Thermal Camera are used. The pose of the die relative to the Vision Camera
1A change of notation occurs for this experiment: a Region refers to a 3D area of a physical die,
where previously, a region referred to a 2D area in an image plane. To distinguish the two, the 3D
Regions are capitalized and usually identified with a number, while 2D regions are not.
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is determined, and the pose composition operation is used to determine the pose of
the die relative to the Thermal Camera. Perspective projection is once again used to
locate the three regions of interest of the die, in the Thermal Camera’s image plane.
As a precursor to the temperature measurement system in Chapter 3, the tem-
perature measurement system used for this experiment uses a empirically derived,
high-order polynomial relationship between camera pixel value and surface tempera-
ture.
The output of the the vision system is the brightness and temperature measure-
ments of Regions 1, 2, and 3. Brightness refers to the average pixel values of the
Regions.
Cooling System
For this experiment, the total amount of water per cooling cycle is controlled, instead
of controlling water flow rates. Solenoid valves are used to start and stop the flow
of the water in the cooling lines. Flow sensors are used to determine the amount of
water that has been used to cool the die. When the desired amount of water flows
through a cooling line, the system closes the corresponding valve. Implementations
of the temperature control system in an industrial casting process should control the
flow rates instead.
In the experiment, Region 3 of the die is not cooled. Instead, it is used as the
Target Region; the goal of the experiment is to adjust the amount of water that cools
Region 1 and Region 2, in order for them to match the pixel brightness and hence
temperature of the Target Region 3. This is done by increasing or decreasing the
water per cooling cycle, based on the difference in brightness between the Region and
the Target Region.
4.2.2 Experimental Procedure
One cycle in the simulation is as follows:
1. Push the die into the furnace and heat for five minutes.
2. Cool Region 1 and Region 2 with a predetermined amount of water.
3. Remove the die from the furnace, image the die and determine pixel brightness
and temperature in the thermal image of the Regions 1, 2, and 3.
4. Using the difference in brightness of the Regions 1, 2 and 3, adjust the amount
of cooling for the next cycle.
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5. Repeat process for the next cycle, using the adjusted amount of cooling for Re-
gion 1 and Region 2.
For the first cycle, Region 1 and 2 are each cooled with a total of to 0.5 L of water.
As previously mentioned, Region 3 receives no water cooling. Because of the difference
in heating rates for Region 1, 2 and 3, this quantity of water results in Region 1 being
hotter than Region 3, and Region 2 being cooler than Region 3. Therefore the initial
settings result in Region 1 being under-cooled, and Region 2 being over-cooled. The
thermal system is expected to adjust the amount of water used to cool Region 1 and
2, in order to minimize the temperature variance.
4.2.3 Results
The images taken with the Vision and Thermal Camera after the heating and cooling
in the first cycle are shown in Figure 4.8. The pose estimation of the Cooling Die in
the Vision Image is shown by a black wire frame, while the projection of Regions 1,
2, and 3 in the Thermal Image are outlined in white.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Images from the initial cycle. (a) Vision Image. (b) Thermal Image.
In Figure 4.9, the images from the final cycle are shown. Note that Regions 1, 2
and 3 are of very similar brightness in Figure 4.9, compared to in Figure 4.8.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Images from the final cycle. (a) Vision Image. (b) Thermal Image.
The data from all of the cycles are shown in Figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12. Figure
4.10 shows the measured temperature of the three regions in each of the cycles, while
Figure 4.11 shows the difference in temperature between Region 1 and Region 2,
relative to Region 3. Figure 4.12 shows the amount of coolant used for Regions 1 and
2.
Initially, the temperature difference between the three Regions is in the range of
80 ◦C to 100 ◦C. It can be seen that the temperature difference between the Regions
is greatly minimized within 8 cycles. After 13 cycles, the temperature difference
continued to be below 7 C for the remainder of the cycles.
Considering the amount of coolant used, it can be seen that the initial setting of
0.5 L for the two Regions is adjusted. Within 12 cycles, the coolant amounts becomes
relatively stable.
It is important to note that the target temperature for Regions 1 and 2 is not
simply set to a fixed value. In Figure 4.10, we can see that the temperature of Region 3
varies. The ability to lower temperature variation where the target temperature varies
shows the ability of the system to reduce temperature variance in a very dynamic
system.
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Figure 4.10: Temperatures of Regions 1, 2, and 3, at each cycle.
Figure 4.11: Temperature difference between Regions 1 and 2 compared to Target
Region 3, at each cycle.
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Figure 4.12: Amount of coolant used in Region 1 and 2, for each cycle.
This shows how a vision-based temperature control system can be used to control
the cooling of casting dies, while taking only one temperature measurement for each
casting cycle.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Summary of Main Contributions
In this work, two main issues are considered: accurate non-contact temperature mea-
surement of casting dies in an industrial setting using CCD cameras, and temperature
regulation of casting processes using one temperature measurement of the die surface
per casting cycle.
5.1.1 Temperature Measurement System
Most of the work is dedicated to identifying factors that are present in an industrial
casting environment that can cause significant errors in non-contact temperature mea-
surement, and developing a temperature measurement system that is accurate under
the identified factors. The developed system uses two CCD cameras with optical
filters, one imaging using infrared light, and imaging using only visible light. The
identified factors and solutions are summarized below.
Relatively Low and Dynamic Emissivity of Casting Dies
Casting dies are made of highly polished tool steel, which generally has a low emis-
sivity. Also, the surface conditions of the die slowly change over time, meaning that
the emissivity also slightly changes over time. The developed system overcomes this
by using CCD sensors because the emissivity of the die is higher at the wavelengths
the CCD sensor can detect, as opposed to the wavelengths the sensors found in in-
dustrial infrared cameras can detect. Also, the system allows the user to input the
approximated emissivity of the die surfaces.
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Range of Temperatures Present in The Casting Process
Casting processes involve a wide range of temperatures. The system allows the mea-
surement of a wide range of temperatures by adjusting the exposure time of the
camera. A normalization procedure is used to eliminate the effect of varying exposure
time.
Reflections of Infrared Radiation on Die Surfaces, from Hot Surfaces or by
Ambient Lighting
In the industrial setting, many sources of radiation exist that can reflect off of die sur-
faces, which combines with the radiation emitted by the surface and makes the surface
appear hotter than it really is. One source of reflecting radiation is ambient light,
such as sunlight or light bulbs. Another source of reflecting radiation is the thermal
radiation emitted by other hot surfaces of the die, which can reflect on multiple die
surfaces before reaching camera.
To overcome these reflections, the system partitions the images from the cameras
based on the reflections that occur within the die surfaces, determined by the shape
of the die, and pose of the die relative to the cameras. Then, the effect of ambient
light on the partitions is approximated and eliminated using a previously determined
relationship between the effect that ambient light has on the response of the two
cameras. Finally, the additive effect of the refections of thermal radiation emitted by
the surfaces of the die is modeled using a system of linear equations and solved with
a least squares method. The system allows the user to set the maximum depth of
reflection for the system to consider.
Results from Experimental Validation
The temperature measurement system is experimentally tested using a highly polished
experimental die, whose temperatures are measured using 13 thermocouples. The
developed system is determined to be capable of accurate measurements the presence
of the identified factors, with a mean absolute error of less than 6 ◦C for temperatures
in the range of 310 ◦C to 540 ◦C.
It is also determined that the system is not sensitive to emissivity variation be-
tween the set emissivity value and the actual emissivity of the die, by comparing the
measured temperatures to thermocouple measurements when setting emissivity to
0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. the Mean Absolute Error for the three emissivity values respectively
was 4.16519, 4.73038, and 6.62226 ◦C for one measurement, and 7.9817, 6.09685,
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and 5.22585 ◦C for another measurement. These measurements are representative of
all other measurements. The accuracy of the measurements using a wide range of
emissivity values show the insensitivity to emissivity variation.
Finally, it is determined that the accuracy of the system is improved by increasing
the number maximum depth of reflection that the system considers. For one mea-
surement, the Mean Absolute Error was 11.9985, 5.52447 , and 4.73038 ◦C, when
considering 0, 1, and 2 reflections, respectively. This improvement in accuracy when
considering deeper reflections is representative of all other measurements.
The performance of the developed system is contrasted to a commercially available
infrared camera under the same experimental conditions. When the true temperature
of the die surfaces was approximately 460 ◦C, surfaces that contained no reflections
measured at around 260 ◦C: surfaces with a single reflection measured at around
380 ◦C; and surfaces with a double reflection measured at around 450 ◦C. These
large errors are due to the very low emissivity of the die at the wavelengths that
the infrared camera senses, which is below the 0.2 minimum working emissivity of
the infrared camera. Also, the infrared camera lacks a mechanism to calculate and
eliminate the effect of reflections.
Cost Comparison
While some relatively inexpensive infrared cameras with very low resolutions and
features have recently entered the market, the price of full-featured infrared cameras
remains very high, in the range of $10,000 to $20,000. However, the total cost of the
two cameras, two lenses, and two optical filters required to develop the system is less
than $ 2,000.
5.1.2 Temperature Control
A case study is presented where a temperature control system is developed to control
the water cooling lines of casting processes. A single temperature measurement of the
die surface is taken during each cycle. The temperature data is used to adjust the
amount of cooling for each water cooling line for the next casting cycle, in order to
reduce the temperature variation on the die surfaces.
The temperature control system is experimentally tested. Initially, the temper-
ature difference between the three measured regions is in the range of 80 ◦C to 100
◦C. The temperature difference between the regions is greatly minimized within 8
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cycles. After 13 cycles, the temperature difference continued to be below 7 ◦C for the
remainder of the cycles.
5.2 Suggestions for Future Research
Minimum Measurable Temperature. As mentioned, the main weakness of a CCD
camera-based temperature measurement system is the relatively high minimum mea-
surable temperature. For the casting industry, it would be useful to lower this mini-
mum measurable temperature. At lower temperatures, objects emit less radiation in
the sensitivity range of the sensor. To lower the minimum temperature, the choice of
filters, optics, and sensor must first be optimized to increase the overall sensitivity to
the infrared wavelengths that the sensor can faintly detect.
Die Surfaces with Significant Curvatures. The developed system requires a model
of the die consisting only of triangular surfaces. Therefore, die surfaces with curves
would have to be approximated with numerous triangles. Still, this could cause sig-
nificant errors regarding partitioning and reflections. The partitioning method needs
to be adjusted or reformed to function with a model of the die that includes curved
surfaces. For example, ray tracing methods could be adapted for the task.
Angle of Emission or Reflection. The developed system assumes the ideal radiative
conditions, where the radiation emitted by a surface has the same radiance regardless
of the angle from the normal of the surface to the camera [25]. However, examining
Figure 3.25 shows that this does not hold true under all circumstances. In the figure,
this manifests where a continuous transition in brightness is noticeable. To improve
the accuracy of this system, this issue must be identified and overcome, possibly by
taking angles of emission or reflection into consideration.
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Appendix A
Partitioning Algorithm
A.1 Introduction
Due to the generally concave shape of casting dies, thermal radiation can reflect
numerous times before reaching the camera. The effect of numerous reflections can
easily be seen in Figure A.1, showing the temperature measurement from an infrared
camera. The Aluminum Die in the image is defined in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.1.
Figure A.1: Effect of reflections on infrared imaging. Actual surface temperatures are
essentially uniform.
For simplicity, a 3D model of the Aluminum Die is considered that consists only
of 3 rectangular subsurfaces, as shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2: Simplified 3D model of the Aluminum Die.
Using the idea of partitioning explained in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, partitioning
of Figure A.1 using RMax ={0,1,2} is shown in Figures A.3, A.4, and A.5.
For example, in Figure A.5:
• Region 1: depth of reflection = 0. Only influenced by radiation emitted from
subsurface 0.
• Region 2: depth of reflection = 1. Influenced by radiation emitted from subsur-
face 0 and 1. Subsurface 0 directly emits towards the camera, while subsurface
1 reflects off of subsurface 0 in the region and towards the camera.
• Region 3: depth of reflection = 2. Influenced by radiation emitted from sub-
surface 0, 1, and 2. Subsurface 0 directly emits towards the camera, while
subsurface 1 reflects off of subsurface 0 in the region and towards the camera.
Subsurface 2 reflects off of an area of subsurface 1, then reflects off of subsurface
0 in the region and towards the camera.
The developed partitioning method not only creates the regions in the image, but
also determines which subsurfaces are emitting and reflecting in the region, and at
what depth each subsurface is in the region.
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Figure A.3: Partitioning with RMax set to 0.
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Figure A.4: Partitioning with RMax set to 1.
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Figure A.5: Partitioning with RMax set to 2.
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A.2 Definitions
Subsurface
The die whose temperature is being measured is modeled using numerous subsurfaces.
For 3D objects, each subsurface is defined with three points that form a triangular
surface. The direction that the subsurface is facing is defined with a right-handed or-
der of the three points. For 2D objects used to explain the algorithm, each subsurface
is defined with two points that form a line. Subsurfaces are identified with numbers,
starting at zero.
Depth of Reflection
The Depth of Reflection, or simply Depth, refers to two things:
• The true number of reflections that are present in a region of the image.
• The number of reflections that the algorithm is considering at the moment. The
algorithm does not know how many total reflections exist in a region, unless
it steps into enough reflections to determine that no further reflections exist.
Each step into a reflection increases the current Depth, while each step out of a
reflection decreases the Depth of Reflection.
Depth =0 if no reflections exist or when the algorithm is finding the true projection
of a subsurface in the image, as opposed to a reflection.
Set Maximum Depth of Reflection: RMax
Depending on the shape and pose of the die, regions with a very high Depth can
exist. Calculating all reflections is not always necessary, since every reflection of
radiation absorbs a fraction of its energy. Also, calculating very high Depth is more
time consuming. Because of this, the maximum depth of reflection for the algorithm
to consider is set, referred to as RMax.
Level
Level describes the current combination of emitted and reflected radiation for the
region that is being considered. Level is a set of numbers. The length of Level is
determined by RMax:
length( Level) = RMax + 1
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The algorithm always starts on subsurface 0, with Depth = 0. If level = (0,4,2),
then the algorithm is searching for a region of the image where radiation from subsur-
face 2 is reflecting on a region of subsurface 4, which combine to reflect on subsurface
0.
If RMax = 2 and subsurfaces are numbered from 0 to 25, the initial value of Level
is (0,-1,-1), and the potential values of Level are between (0,-1,-1) to (25,25,25). The
number -1 is not a valid subsurface and is a placeholder at depths that aren’t currently
being considered. Also, many combinations are not possible: for example, (25,25,25)
implies that subsurface 25 is reflecting on itself twice before reaching the camera.
List of Potential Subsurfaces
The List of Potential Subsurfaces, or simply List, contains the subsurfaces that are
potentially visible in the image at the current Depth: either visible directly when
Depth = 0, or as a reflection when Depth > 0. The algorithm starts with Depth =
0, and List contains all the subsurfaces. When the algorithm computes a subsurface
in the list, it is removed from the list. A stack is used to store the the List when
stepping into a deeper reflection, where a new list of subsurfaces is generated for the
deeper reflection.
Step into Reflection Procedure
This procedure is performed if Depth < RMax, and if list at current Depth is not
empty. This procedure is broken down into steps:
• Select the first subsurface from List, referred to as subsurface i. Remove i from
List.
• Find the unoccluded projection of subsurface i in the image. This is the initial
region of the subsurface. If the initial region is empty and List contains another
subsurface, repeat procedure with next subsurface in List. Else, perform the
Step Out of Reflection procedure.
• Depth = Depth + 1,
• Update Level with i. For example, If List = (0,-1,-1), Depth = 1, and i = 2:
List → List = (0,2,-1).
• Store List on stack.
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• Create a copy of the initial region. This copy will have areas removed so the
remaining region is the region that is unaffected by further reflections.
• Determine the 3D plane, or 2D line, that is defined by the points of the subsur-
face i.
• Reflect all points that define the subsurfaces in respect to the plane or line
determined in the previous step.
• Find the projection of each subsurface in the image. If the projection of a
subsurface j overlaps a part of the initial region1, subtract the overlap of the
regions from the copy of the initial region, and store j in the new List of Potential
Subsurfaces.
• If the modified copy of the initial region is not empty, store the region along
with the current Level.
Lateral Step Procedure
This procedure is performed if RMax is set to zero, or if the Depth of Reflection equals
RMax after a Step into Reflection procedure, since no further reflections are considered.
This procedure is broken down into steps:
• Select the first subsurface from List, referred to as subsurface i. If List is empty,
proceed to Step out of Reflection Procedure. Remove i from List.
• Adjust Level.
• Find the unoccluded projection of subsurface i in the image. If this region is
not empty, store the region along with the current Level.
• Repeat.
Step out of Reflection Procedure
If the previous two procedures cannot occur, then the algorithm steps out of a reflec-
tion:
• If stepping out when Depth equals zero, all subsurfaces and reflections have
been considered: END.
1For robust operation, other conditions must also be met whenever regions are being created or
compared.
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• Decrease Depth of Reflection by 1.
• Pull previous list from stack.
• Reflect all points that define the subsurfaces in respect to the plane or line that
was used to step into a reflection.
• Attempt Step into Reflection Procedure.
A.3 Algorithm in 2D
The partitioning algorithm is demonstrated for the 2D case.
Consider the system in Figure A.6. A 2D die is defined by three subsurfaces, and
is in the field of view of a camera. The subsurfaces are defined with 2 points, in the
coordinate system of the camera. RMax is set to 2.
Figure A.7 and A.8 show the first execution of the Step into Reflection procedure.
The initial region of subsurface 0 in the 1D image plane is determined. It is denoted by
∼ 0, since it is not yet known if other reflecting subsurfaces are present in this region.
Next, all the points are reflected on the line of reflections determined by subsurface
0. For demonstration, the reflected subsurfaces are denoted as 1’ and 2’ to indicate a
single depth of reflection. The projection of 1’ and 2’ overlaps with the initial region,
and therefore are stored in List. After subtraction of regions, the remaining region in
the image is denoted as 0, and is determined to contain no reflections.
Figure A.9 shows the result of another Step into Reflection procedure, followed
by a Lateral Step procedure. First, the initial region of 1’ is determined, since it is
the first subsurface in List. Subsurface 2 is determined to be overlapping with the
initial region. Region 0,1’ is determined to contain no further reflections. Secondly,
the Lateral Step procedure determines region 0,1’,2”.
For Figure A.10, the Step out of Reflection procedure is first used to bring the
points out of the reflection, to the position in Figure A.8. Then, the Step into Reflec-
tion procedure is performed for 2’, which is shown in Figure A.10. The projection of
subsurfaces 0” and 1” do not overlap with the initial region of 2’ found in the Step
into Reflection Procedure. Therefore, the entire initial region is free of subsequent re-
flections, and no deeper or lateral steps can be taken. This concludes the partitioning
of subsurface 0, the result of which is shown in the image plane in A.10. Next, the
algorithm will step out twice to reach Depth=0, and consider the next subsurface in
the list, which is subsurface 1.
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Conceptually, reflecting the subsurface on a line defined by a reflecting subsurface
allows the camera to ”see” the location of any reflections by looking through the
reflecting subsurface as a window. If no subsurfaces are visible through this window,
then no reflections will affect the initial region of the reflecting subsurface. Subsurfaces
have to be beyond the reflecting subsurface to be considered visible through the
window.
Partitioned Regions in Vision Image
Partitioning is performed on the Thermal Image. Each region is defined in the Ther-
mal Image as a set of points, and it is known on which subsurface of the die each
region is located. Each region is then located in the Vision Image: a 3D plane is
determined from the subsurface on which the points that define the region are be
located. The mapping from the image plane to the 3D plane of the subsurface is a
one to one matching, so the region can be determined as points in 3D space. The
projection of these points in the Vision Image define the regions in the Vision Image.
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1D Image Plane
2D Die Subsurfaces, Facing Camera
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2
Figure A.6: 2D diagram of three die subsurfaces imaged by camera.
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Figure A.7: Initial region of subsurface 0 projected in image.
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0Line of Reflections
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0
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~0,1'
Figure A.8: Points reflected on subsurface 0. Reflections are present from 1’ and 2’
in some parts of the initial region ∼ 0. Current depth of reflection = 1.
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2nd Line of Reflections
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Figure A.9: Points reflected on subsurface 2. Reflections are present from 2”. Depth
of reflection = 2.
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Figure A.10: After stepping out of previous reflection, points are reflected on subsur-
face 3. No reflections are present. Depth of reflection = 2. The result of partitioning
for subsurface 0 is shown in the image plane.
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